History Harvest: Lincoln's Refugee Community
Fall 2012

Participant Permission Form

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Lincoln Refugee History Harvest Project, a project of the Department of History at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. By signing this Permission Form, the Participant(s) (____________________________________) acknowledges that he/she understands the Lincoln Refugee History Harvest Project and has willingly agreed to participate by allowing the digitization (the creation of digital copies) of their artifacts and by participating in an oral history interview about their artifacts and their meaning. The Participant understands and agrees that the information she/he provides, as well as the digital copies created of their artifacts and interview, and any derivative products, will become the property of the Lincoln Refugee History Harvest Project and may be used in the History Harvest web-archive, and other formats, or for research, teaching and other educational purposes, as well as for publication and other means of dissemination. The Participant understands that he/she will receive no remuneration or compensation for the information or artifacts he/she provides. The Participant releases the Information Collector/Interviewer, the Lincoln Refugee History Harvest Project and all affiliated people and institutions from any and all claims for damages for libel, slander, invasion of privacy or any other claim based on the use of the information and materials provided. Participation in the Lincoln Refugee History Harvest Project is voluntary. Participants may withdraw from the project at any time.

___ Check if you agree to be audio/video-taped during the interview.

___ Check if you wish to remain anonymous in the web-archive.

Your signature below certifies that you have decided to participate in the Lincoln Refugee History Harvest Project and understand the terms of this consent form.

Participant(s):

____________________________________________________________________
Signature

Printed Name

Date

Information Collector/Interviewer:

____________________________________________________________________
Signature

Printed Name

Date

Please direct any questions concerning the above permission agreement to Dr. Patrick D. Jones at pjones2@unl.edu. You may also contact him through the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Department of History Office at (402) 472-2414.